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SOVIET UNION A L T E R S
Have you ever had the pleas
POLICY ON I N D U S T R I A L
TRAINING 0 Г TEENAGERS ure of hearing a hard rain
beating on the windows of a
The USSR, which since 1940 friendly room?
haa drafted up to 1 million
GOLF
teenagers a уеав for low-level
one-skill industrial training in
"labor reserve" schools, has
evidently discovered its young
training-ecool gfaktqjes have
not acquired enough know-how
to meet the demands of Soviet
industry.
As of this school, year, young
sters in the labor reserves are
scheduled to receive training
in more than one trade or spe
cialty and to attend school over
a longer period, according to
announcements in' the Moscow
press, reported here in an ar
ticle in the June issue of the
Monthly Labor Review, publi
cation of the U. S. Labor De
partment's Bureau of Labor
Statistics.
•,. j .
1

I t seems to us t h a t among
some of our married friends,
golf will always be popular
with them, so long a s the al
ternative is mowing the lawn
or cleaning t h a t always dustridden basement
OPPORTUNITY
Back in our grammar school
days, we were always taught
t h a t ^'Opportunity^ knocks a t
one's door but once." We accepted that maxim a t its face
value. Then we "got to know"
something else. That is that in
the case of persona who were
born with the proverbial silver
spoon in their mouth,* Oppor
tunity will knock a t their
doors once, then twice, then
thrice, and, if there is no re
sponse from t h e sluggard, Op
portunity will break down the
door, seize him by the- scruff
of his neck, shake him up a
bit, and then make him a Great
Success.
A reader of The Ukrainian
Weekly once told us t h a t "with
out fear of. contradiction, I
have passed up innumerable
opportunities to get rich quick
ly; and I must admit that I
have -accepted/.equally glamor
ous opportunities which, alas,
by a queer twist of events,
kept me broke."

Under a new policy announced
by the U.S.S.R.- Deputy Min
ister of Labor Reserves, only
graduates of T-'year * grade
schools will be 'accepted in cer
tain of the industrial training
schools, although previouslyjm
minimum pre-schooling was re
quired.
The labor reserves program
was created in 1940 to. "re
cruit" and draft 11- o r 15-yearold boye for 2-year courses in
trade and in railroad schools,
ЯПсҐоИегІюув; 18 and 17 years
of age, for 6-month courses in
factory training schools. I n
1947, boys u p ' t o ' 1 9 years of
age were included for training
in heavy industries. Girls, 15 to reach 1.2 million young
years of age anduolder, who are workers annually by 1950. But
now in the program, were first the largest number graduated
included during World War П. was only 1 million in 1948.
These youngsters have been Thereafter the total steadily
permanently included in the declined to 326,000 in 1952.
State industrial labor force as
The Monthly Labor Review
* they are subject after gradua article, on the new policy shift
tion to job direction for 4 in the training of Soviet in
years and to usual govern dustrial labor, states t h a t de
mental controls over labor spite this decline, apparently
thereafter.
too many one-specialty work
The first postwar Five Year ers were trained for the Soviet
Plan (1946-50): h a d provided economy to absorb effiectively.
for a considerable expansion of Many of these graduates were
the labor rescrvea program— I to take unskilled jobs.
;

Ray Lapica Donates His Royalty
To U.U.A.R.C.
is continuing its work of social
service here and abroad and
invites all Americans of Uk
rainian descent to enroll aa
members.
Membership dues and con
tributions should be sent im
mediately t o :
"Gentlemen:
United Ukrainian American
"Please accept this as my
Relief Committee, Inc.
contribution to your magnifi
cent work. If--represents the P:0. BOX 1661, Phila. 5. Pa.
first return frota any Ukrain
ian organization' for my play
COMPLETES BASIC
Underground. I originally in
TRAINING
tended to set up a non-profit
Camp Pickett, Virginia. —
foundation to handle this sort
of thing, b u t . it would cost July 6,—Private Orest Muzysome $40 and I!d rather give czyszyn, Ukrainian, son of Mrs.
the first return ito you instead. Katherine Muzyczyszyn, 149-'
44 15 Drive, Whitestone, N. Y.
"The money came from the completed basic training re
Ukrainian Congress Commit cently at the Medical Replace
tee, Ї understand, and is pay ment training Center here.
ment for reprinting one scene
A t MRTC, the Army's basic
from my play in a memorial training school for medical enbook they intend to publish. |listed men,, he has received
So please write and tell them eight weke of basic infantry
t h a t you received this. I'm training and eight weeks of
quite insistent on not making medical training.
any money from Ukrainians on
The infantry training covtheir own fight-for independ iered subjects given to all new
ence but intend to return any soldiers.
Medical
subjectB
thing I get from them to their studied included: Anatomy,
own welfare organizations.
physiology, military sanitation,
"Cordially,
method of evacuation, emer
~"Ray Lapica'*. gency medical treatment, ad
The letter ю self explana ministration of medicines, ward
management, hypodermi injec
tory.
tion, and operating room techIn wishing" Mr. Lapica the
inique.
greatest success the U.U.A.R.C

Ray Lapica—American writ
er of Ukrainian descent and
author of the .tplay "Under
ground"—sent $50.00 to the
United Ukrainian American Re
lief Committee''with the fol
lowing letter: '

The First Ukrainians in Manitoba "UKRAINE UNDER THE SOVIETS" "SOTOZIVKA"-UNA ESTATE
One of the most important religion,
populations
shifts
DEDICATED
Among the leading papers gin in sitting in legislative as books sponsored by the Uk (forced and natural), Soviet
read before the Historical and sembly, one of whom is the rainian National Association linguistic policy, Ukrainian his
Scientific Society of Manitoba, speaker of the house, and they appeared last week. It is Uk tory, cultural traditions and
In a beautiful' glade sur ents a fragment of enslaved..
and recently publiahed (Series have been electing reeves, raine Under the Soviets. Au literature, the natural sciences rounded by towering trees on Ukraine
transplanted
here
Ш, No. 8 ) , has been that of mayors, councillors and alder- thor is Clarence A. Manning under the Soviets, medicine.
the slope of a mountain and upon the American soil." H e
Professor Paul Yuzyk, of the Jmen in eighteen municipalities Columbia University professor.
Sharing importance with this under the canopy of a light further noted t h a t the estab
University of Manitoba, a Uk While the largest proportion of Publishers і— Bookman Asso information and, perhaps, of blue sky the "Soyuzivka"—Uk lishment of the UNA Estate ia
rainian Canadian.
Ukrainians are engaged in ciates, Inc., New York. pp. 223. greater significance for the rainian National Association but another of the great ac
"The First Ukrainians in agriculture, which is their $3.50. (Svoboda Bookstore).
Free World, is the fact t h a t Estate all-year-around resort complishments of the UNA.
Manitoba" is the subject of greatest single contribution to
The two day program con
This book is definitely time the Ukraine and its population and home for the aged—located
province,
increasingly ly and informative about life have been from the beginning near Kerhonkson, New York, sisted of formal dinners, Satur
Prof. Yuzyk's paper. Stocked the
with a lot of personal knowl | larger numbers are found in under Communism. We highly of Communist rule used a s a was formally dedicated last day and Sunday, concerts, a n d
edge and much research, Prof. business, manufacturing, the recommend it. Its originality, gigantic laboratory for future Saturday and Sunday, July 4 a field mass Sunday morning.
Yuzyk has produced in his pa trades, and in the various pro fresh approach, and wealth of Soviet conquest. It is among and 5 with simple but impres
The open concerts featured
per a most interesting study of fessions, in fact in all walks detail cannot help but catch the Ukrainian people that the sive and moving ceremonies.
the UNA Chorus. Judging b y '
the beginnings of Ukrainian of life. They are active in mu the interest of its reader. Soviet masters worked out
Close to two thousand mem comments of those who at
Canadian life. It • is replete sic circles, mainly in choral Every young American of Uk their program of disintegration, bers of the Ukrainian National tended them, the chorus did it
A-ith facts generally unknown music, but many prominent rainian descent should make infiltration, conquest, exploita Association and their friends self proud. Its members h a d
today.
musicians have also won lau it a point to get a copy of it, tion and russification t h a t they were in attendance.
They rehearsed for it immediately,,
Much of t h e paper is in the rels. Newspapers and books in and then several other copies have employed so successfully [ came by specially chartered after working hours. The voices
nature of a "case history" of the vernacular are published for distribution among his non- since the end of World War П. busses from New York, New were of fine quality, singing
some of the earliest Ukrainian by them in considerable quan Ukrainian friends.
It has cost the Ukrainians ark, Jersey City, Bayonne, well balanced, and direction
arrivals in Canada. Informa tity. The study of Ukrainian is
• -^
In writing this book, Pro dearly to serve as this labara- Perth Am boy and by car from good.
tive and interesting reading it featured prominently a t the fessor Manning, an acknowl
tory for they have perished by New York, New Jersey, Con- j Soloists were Mary Pelynack
prairie universities, Manitoba edged expert on things Slav
is indeed.
necticut, Pennsylvania, Rhode. Lesawyer, Olga Lepkova, so-'
the millions in this process.
Among other things, Prof. having a Department of Slavic onic,- has had the help of a dis
What happened in the Uk Island, Massacussets, Illinois, і pranos, and Rey Reynarovich,
Yuzyk—who is of the younger Studies. The people are readily tinguished group of Ukrainian
raine is now going on in War Ohio, Maryland, North Caro-i baritone. Mrs. Lesawyer was'
generation—brings out is that identified by their distinctive DP professors now resident in
saw,
Budapest,
Bucharest, Una, Michigan and other states. especially in good voice. Able
the Ukrainians constitute the Byzantine-style, bulbous-domed Western Europe. These spe
The majority of the guests piano accompaniment was pro?
Sofia,
in
Ulan
Bator,
Peking
largest Slavic group in Canada, churches, which are under t h e cialists made available to him
were drawn from the newly ar- j vided by Miss Olya Dmytriw- .
and
Pyongyang.
The
object
of
which outnumbers all of the juristiction either of an Or the results of a series of de
Among the speakers was D r . .
this book is to study this rived persons, former displaced
rest of the Slavs combined. thodox metropolitan or a Greek tailed studies on every aspect
persons, but there was a good-! Luke Myshuha, Editor-in-Chief
process.
Once
that
is
under
The Ukrainians constitute over Catholic archbishop, and by the of life in Ukraine under Com
of the Svoboda. He said that-'
stood much that is obscure in ly number of the older im
ten per cent of .the population numerous community halls. munist rule.
the "Soyuzivka" is "but an-'
migrants
and.
their
American,
the history of the last years
in the three prairie provinces. They are active in cultural work
|The volume, therefore, pres
boras sons and daughters.
I other of the many gifts of the"'
will
become
clear
and
we
w}ll
The largest proportion of these and social activities. In spite of ents much valuable informa
older generation to their cfiuThe formal dedication' took
»eople inhabit the province of Soviet Russia's keen interest tion t h a t has not been avail know what to expect in the
dren." Brief talks were givef<
Manitoba, where they form in this leading Slavic group in. able before. The specialist and satellites behind the Iron Cur place in the glade before the by Roman Slobodian, UNA
main
building
of
the
"Soyuziv
tain
and
what
methods
can
leariy thirteen percent of t h e Canada, which was very evident general reader will find much
treasurer, Gregory Herman*
population (approximately one during the Jubilee celebration, significance in social and eco beat be devised to check the ka"—the "Hoafynytaia", t h a t UNA secretary, Dmytro K%y
person out of every eight), the Ukrainian Canadians a r e nomic conditions, agriculture, Soviet paralysis of civilization. ia the Guest House.
pitula, Dr. A. Kibzey, Genqral
It started w i t h , а Те Deum, Zahrodsky, and Stephen Shuexceeded only by the English staunch* loyal* and construc
with the Very- Reverend Volo- meyko, editor Of The"' Ukrain^
tive citizens of Canada, whie*
and the Scotch.
drnirr* Lbtbwycz of Jersey City Ian Weekly. Joseph Lesawye*}'
Members of the Ukrainian was manifest in their whole-'
officiating." Responses were by UNA vice president, did not
group have been taking an in hearted support of the last
a specially organized UNA speak, as he was too busy in
creasing part in the political J war effort, even though they
Chorus composed of UNA supervizing
life of Canada, Prof. Yuzyk often bitterly denounced the
around-the-clock
Home Office employees, and led the entire affair.
points. In Manitoba there a r e alliance with the Soviet Union,
by Eugene Kruk.
six members of Ukrainian ori writes P r o £ Yuzyk.
Greetings were expressed, ,by,
"Ukraine Today" (Suchasna pies of the USSR, which writUkraina), published in Munich, »ngs made him known both in •Following the service, Dmy- Michael Piznak from the UCtro Карі tula, a former presi CA, Theodore Mynyk, secre*
Germany, a Ukrainian ec-« 'Ukraine and on this side of
dent of t h e UNA and long- tary, and Edward Popicl, treas
the iron curtain.
monthly, reports that Major P.
ime chairman of the UNA urer of the Ukrainian WorkSoard of Auditors raised simul ingmen's Ass'n, and Mrs. Ste*
Poltava, an outstanding Uk
GRADUATES PHILLY
taneously the American and phania Halychyn, and Mrs.
COLLEGE
rainian underground writer and
Ukrainian banners.
Katherine Peleshok, the latter'
Miss Olga Pauline Gemski,
leader, was killed by the
Eugene Babyack, son of Mr.
who extended greetings from
Mr.
Dmytro
Halychyn.
preei18. of 359 Gaskill Street, WoonRussian MVD security troops and Mrs. Nicholas Babyack of
lent of the Ukrainian National the Soyuz Ukrainok.
*ocket, R. I., typifies the more
Mahanoy Plane, Pa. was graduluring
an
armed
encounter
in
Association then delivered a! A sidelight on the affair ap
serious student graduating with
Ukraine in the winter of 1951brief but stirring talk. "Our pears on p. 2 in J. G. Gibbons
the current crop or high school
1952.
Soyuzivka," he said, "repres- column.
hopefuls. Petite, blonde and
blue-eyed, Olga was the r e d 
Major Poltava was one of
olent recently of a Rhode Is
the most prominent underland Regional Scholarship to
jround leaders and writers who
Pembroke College in Brown
mrvived long years of Russian
University, reports Woonsocket
persecution in hiding and unStar.
underground activities. He was
The following circular letter contribute an announcement
Deputy Head of the Secre
Miss Gemski is a former
has been sent out to the offi with a photo of its members,
tariat of the Supreme Ukrain
Ukrainian displaced person.
cers of the Branches of the or at least a photo of Its
ian Liberation Council (UHVR)
The full-tuition award is
Ukrainian National Associa branch officers. Regardless of
and a seasoned UPA Com
provided by the Pembroke
tion by its president, Mr. Dmy the higher cost of printing, the
mander; he was a member of
Alumnae Association. Olga was
cost of the announcement t o
tro Halychyn:
the Supreme Ukrainian Libera
one of the two Rhode Islanders
our branches will r e m a i n . t h e
As
you
already
know,
the
tion
Council;
chief
of
the
Pol
to receive the award this year.
Olga Pauline Gemski
Ukrainian National Ass'n will same as in former years: Full
itical Education of the General
The attract!vcjiaughter of Mr.
observe its 60th Anniversary page $35.00; half page $20.00;and Mrs. Peter Gemski is an hon and Victor Hugo. -Her favorite Staff of the U P A ; editor of
iuring the year 1954. In con quarter page $12 50: eighth of
The Bureau of Information of
or student, one of the top 6, at subject is mathematics.
nection with this Anniversary ;a page $7.50. If a photo is in
Woonsocket High. On the staff
Olga also sings (alto) in the the UHVR and a member of
Eugene Babyack
of our organization, the edit cluded, a charge of approxi
of the Villa Novan, school pa St. Michael's Orthodox Church the Supreme Council of the
per, in her junior year, Olga choir. She likes to cook and Organization of Ukrainian Na ited with merit from the Phil- orial staff of "Svoboda" is pre mately $7.50 will be added to
paring for publication a U.N.A. I cover the cost of making a
served this year as literary finds relaxation in the kitchen. tionalists (OUN).
idelphia College of Pharmacy
Jubilee Book for 1954, which 'cut. The cost of business and
editor of the Quiver, her school A'girl with a purpose, she has
In 1950 he sent to the State m d Science.
will contain general informa other Ads will be: Full page
yearbokk.
a part-time job in a Main Department in Washington a
A graduate of the Gilberton
Musically inclined, she plays Street store and is saving her long memorandum with respect Borogh High School, Mr. Bab tion not only about the U.N.A. j $50.00; half page $30.00; quar
and our American-Ukrainian ter page $17.50; one-eighth of
the clarinet in the school band money for college.
to the Ukrainian-language sec^ yack was awarded the degree
and orchestra. Other school
Looking forward to campus tion of the "Voice of America," of Bachelor of Science in Phar Community, but about Ukrain a page $12.50.
ians in all other countries of
I need not convince you t h a t
activities include a seat on the life, Olga will probably major in which he proposed some macy.
free world as well. In all, this your announcement in the U.
Student Council and member in math or English. Her ten very appropriate suggestions
He is a member of the Uk
ship In the dramatic club, tative goal is a teaching career. for the amelioration of the rainian National Association, is to be a veritable symposium N. A. Jubilee Book will be of
club, Stella Magna.
Right now, however, she is a American psychological war Branch 28, of which his father on the subject of Ukrainian practical value to the branch
Dispersion, in which the U.N.A. and of great significance t o
A serious student but not a little worried about maintining agency efforts in the vitally im is President.
performed one of the moat cre the community.
grind, Olga enjoys reading. Her the В average required of schol portant and highly-vulnerable
He was elected a member of ative roles and in which the
I feel confident that you,
literary taste runs to Dickens arship recipients.
area of Ukraine. Major Polta the Rho Chi Society, national
U.N.A. occupies a prominent Branch Officers, will take ad
va left a scries of political writ- honorary pharmaceutical so
position.
v a n t a g e of this opportunity t o
ngs dealing with all aspects of ciety. He is also a member of
The greatness and the signi insert your branch announce
iiuseian communist impcrial- the American Pharmaceutical
ment in the Jubilee Book.
ism and the liberation aspira-'Association and the Pennsyl- ficance of the Ukrainian Na
Please mail the text of your
tions of the non-Russian peo- vania Pharmaceutical Associa- tional Association will be ad
vanced in this book not only Ad to "Svoboda" or to t h e
j tion.
A Hudson City, N. J. broth of science in electical engineer
by means of various articles, Home Office of U.N.A. not late*
і Gene is also a professional
er and sister are the possess ing at Newark College of En-J
but also through the announce than September 30, 1953.
ed
a
master
of
arts
degree
at
musician
and
he
played
acors of still new masters' de gineering. He majored .in elec-j
We will also appreciate your
ments and advertising. There
tronics. He is a graduate ofj the School of Education, New cordian for many years with
fore, it is most desirable that efforts in obtaining Ads from
grees today.
Dickenson High School and; York University. She is also a Whitey's Orchestra from GirMember of UNA. Br. 286, earned his bachelor of science graduate of Dickinson High ardville before pursuing his evefy Branch of the U.N.A. the businessmen or other in
stitutions in your community.
Peter Zakanycz, son of Mr. degree at the same college. He jSchool and the Newark College profession,
For every such Ad a reward
and Mrs. Theodore Zakanycz, is employed as an engineer at of Arts and Sciences, Rutgers
He is employed as a phar- still an active musician and
will be paid, amounting to 2 5 %
j University. She teaches in the macist at the Frye Apothecary [has his own Combo working
171
Winkle Ave., was OoJM Laboratory.jof the price of the Ad.
jShop in Philadelphia, Pa. He is , in Delaware County.
awarded the degree of master і His sister, Mary, was award- Jersey City school system.
. . Л.
-
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ainian Underground Eeaderv
' Reported Killed by Russians
In Ukraine
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Former DP Girl Gets Regional
Scholarship

Ads for the Coming UNA
Jubilee Bool^
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Brother, Sister Awarded
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'The Golgotha of Ukraine
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fcye-wraies» account of the Famine In Ukraine insstlgated and fostered by the Kremlin in an attempt
Last Fourth of July week or directive or some such thing.
to quell Ukrainian Resistance to Soviet Russian National and Social Enslavement of the Ukrainian People
Compiled by Dmytro Soloviy, Foreword by Dr. Lake Mysbuha. Trans, and edited by'Stephen Shuroeyko.
By LUBOMYR IIUSAR
end I had the pleasure of visit They simply wanted "Batko
Soyuz" to have the grand openPublished by Ukrainian Congress Committee of America
Did you ever stop to observe there would be no essential dif- process has a very complicated ing and seeing again Our UNA
(7)
ing of his "Soywivka" a truly
"Soyuzivka"—the
UNA
Estate
people leaving an opera house j ference between an opera and name for itself in psychology,
We had gone some 5 kilo- high, so I leaned over and told Not long after that their
and All-Year-Around Resort. great success. They wanted to
but
we
may
call
it
plainly
a
after
a
performance?
Did
you,any
better
revue.
What
puts
metre* toward the railway sta- Hr>ta Luchko to climb up on mother Palahna joined them.
have the close-„to two thou
spiritual mirror. The moral It is a truly magnificent place.
Oh yes, I remember now. notice well-dressed women and j opera on the high pedestal of
tion-when all of a sudden we
back and take a look. He
sand guests who descended
"Space"
is
hardly
the
proper
men getting into cars, and less; great art is its meaning. Mean- problems taken up by the
heard a desperate cry:
clambered up and pushed hia She had gone with Sanka tc
upon the UNA 'Estate from all
operas are usually so universal name for i t For it is a huge
elegant
crowd
just
walking'ingfulness
is
the
spiritual
parte of the country to be per
"Help! Help!"
face against the window pane. Poltava to try to get some
tract
of
land,
and
its
length
away, the joyous bustle all! element which combines all the that each man can find some
fectly aatisfied wjth their re
We listened intently.
It Lying on the oventop he saw food, but neither- of them got
around? But, above all, their-parts into a harmonious whole thing for himself. Opera, like and breadth runs "over hill
ception, their accomodations,
mounded like the wife of Tup- j Vasyl and his little daughter, anything. As they were return
all great art, shows a man's and dale" on the aide of a
faces!
You
wondered
what'and
makes
an
opera
an
opera,
their entertainment and their
kalo whose house Btood about iSanka was not at home. She ing from the Umanivtsi rail
great
mountain,
near
the
town
faults to him in all their abhad stirred such a large numrelaxation. All of them, in
a kilometre and half from the' had gone out foraging. Hrytsko way station in a heavy rain
of
Kerhonkson,
N.
Y.
Some
ber of people into that very! Opera—in the Spiritual Realm horredness. Schiller in his
cluding the UNA, President,
station.
knocked on the window and storm, Palazhka, already worn
special mood. Their faces radi-1 Meaningfulness, as such, be- Stage Viewed as a Moral In size of that mountain can be
out
from
fatigue
and
hunger,
Vice President. «ind Treasurer
We started to run In that shouted but got no response.
gained
from
the
fact
that
a
^
higher than stitution stated it very nicely:
and although not carrying any ate some inner joy; they a r e ,
worked like tireless- beavers
direction, shouting so that she Evidently both were dead.
UNA
family,
which
dwella
on
somewhat out of this world. !
physical, namely, to the
"The s t a g e . . . is a living
hour after hour, with no let
would know that help was on
Both of us then went over to thing, simply collapsed and lay
You
might
push
them,
step
o
n
j
.
p
essentially presence, in whieh virtue and the other side of that mountain, up. It was no picnic for them ,
down
on
the
road.
Sanka
man
the way.
collective farm activist Peter
practically
directly
opposite
fact that most concerns vice, happiness and misfortune,
We arrived there. It appear- Lukashenko. Returning with aged to get home and cried out their toes, they won't mind.
the "Soyuzivka," has to travel —and I should, know. Then
And perhaps then we might j
Christian. For even the wisdom and foolishness appear
ed that there were two women him we forced a window open to тпе:
eighteen miles by car around take the case of some of the
older men, UNA, employees.
"If you want to, go get Pa stop to think: what's behind j best work of art, if incompati- to man in a thousand images, its base in order to reach it.
and some small children there. and climbed inside. Both fath
, hie j t h our moral conviction truly and concretely; in which
They worked from morning till
In the stable, built alongside er and daughter had been dead lazhka back there on the road. all this?
The
"Soyuzivka"
has
alWhen we take into our hands}
theoretical ex- providence works out his prob
the house, there was a cow. for quite some time as the She just lay down and cannot
ready
been
well
described
on
late
into the night lugging up
a great literary work, The In-1 ample, which could never oc- lems, unties his knots before
go any further!"
Thieves evidently had been odor about them evidenced.
these pages, including its beau- cases of soft drinks and beer
ferno,
for
example,
we
read
i
t
;
reality),
would
be
absohis
eyes,
in
which
the
human
I hurried to her, about a kilo
trying to get away with it.
Peter Lukashenko and Hryt
heart tortured by passions, tiful and commodious "Hosti- from the basement to the up
The woman, hearing the noise sko Luchko proposed that we metre and a half. When I in one or two sittings and a r e n i forbidden to us.
confesses even its most trivial nytsia", i.e. the Guest House, per floor. It .was quite a
greatly
pleased
with
the
story,
j
According
to
teachings
of
they were making, had run in- dig a hole and bury them. Re reached her she not only could
misdeeds,
in which all masks its "Veselka", i.e. the Rainbow strain upon them, but they did
to the hallway, clknbed inside; membering the unpleasantness not move but was powerless to But when we care to look into f the Schoolmen, art has two
House—and very picturesque their work cheerfully, just as
an old chimney that stood ji had with Sanka about the speak as well. I picked her commentaries, we can be sure j purposes: to please and to fall and all make-up vanishes, it is indeed—and its luxurious the two younger fellows, from
in
which
the
truth,
incorrupti
that
the
main
point
*here
will
t
teach.
there, climbed up through it!boys, I refused. We closed the up, soaking wet as she was,
villas, named af^er resorts in the printing shop, who did
and carried her home. She be. Divine Comedy is an al- j what pleases us in Alda, for ble like Rhamantus, exerts Uxraine. Actually, to describe likewise and then spent many
to the very top and emerging window and went home,
i ? The music, the sing- judgement"
out on the roof began to cry
Four or five days later Va- was breathing yet. My wife legory. Most probably we h a d j
the buildings, the pool, the hours as bartenders. And the
Thus the stage, so to speak, panorama, is a job for some girls, too, selling tickets or
for help.
syl's wife returned. Where ehe made a fire and we put Palazh and inkling of this when we still' ing, the scenery? No, not
Her cries and our shouts had gone to, where she had ka on the oventop fn order to were hastening with Dante these in themselves, but the confesses the man. It goes far one like our famouB writer of books, that too took quite a
evidently scared the robbers been, what she had brought warm her up. We poured into from one bowge to another, beauty which is contained in beyond the laws of the society, yore, Michael Kotsiubinsky.
bit of "intestinal fortitude."
away, for they were no longer b a c k . . . I do not know. She her throat some warm' goat's but here it is written point-j the final aria, in a Caruso's it goes to the very bottom of
I want to dwell upon a more
Mind you, there was no re
around.
came hurrying over to me sob milk. And we left her that blank. In the light of this die-, Rhadames, or in the view on the heart A man can lie to mundane, although in a sense compense involved, for those
covery.
we
reconsider,
perhaps'the
banks
of
the
NUe
in
the
way
for
the
night,
nerveless
the
courts,
can
provide
false
That incident held us up for bing:
just as an inspiring subject. It who would have offered it did
awhile, so that we missed the
"Come and bury them, Vasyl and motionless. What's to be, re-read, the book; and before us; third act. Beauty, then, is the witnesses; but he cannot de is one that beautifully illus-,not do so, for they well knew
opens the vista of Divine Com- thing which pleases us. It is ceive art, for he would be de
train, and had toj-eturn home. and my daughter have died." we thought.
trates the fraternal spirit of that it would not have been ac
.. jtrue that we perceive that ceiving himeelf.
It was late then. We went *"*'•
By this time it wasHalready
To which I replied:—____
our UNA. It reminds me so cepted.
. „•
The same thing happens tojbeautv with our senses, eyes
dawn, and by the time we had
"This time bury them your to bed. In the morning I shout
Now we discussed how opera much of that classic remark
In citing you this case, I
us
when
we
view
a
great
opera.
ajj
r
s
primarily,
but
it
is
ed
out:
reached Vasyl Luchkos place self, for there is such a stink
purifies the individual, but this associated with the Three Mus do so for the purpose of illus
s u a l beauty. What is is not the end. Opera goes
"Aunt Palazhka, are you Listening to a opera is n o t '
Ц е sun was shining. '
there that I could not possibly
keteers—"all for one, and one trating the comforting fact
alive? (She was a cousin of enough. Opera is a great piece really phased is our mind,
Since Vasyl had not been return there!"
further than that. As we men for all."
that the UNA spirit is as alive
of
art
and
as
such
it
has
beaui
s
the
so
called
external
?een for quite some time, we
tioned above in our discussion
Nonetheless I went to dig my father).
Here I have in mind those today as it was many years
She answered something. ty and morality, both of which beauty of form, which is con- on beauty, opera stimulates man- UNA officers and employees, ago during the.pioneering age
decided to step in. We knock a grave. All the neighbors
ed on the door, but no one an were around. They gave Sanka She did not live long after that, must be perceived and under- i n e d in every art. Some to goodness and greatness. and the editors of the Svoboda of the UNA age. Those pio
н і ..
,
chrisUans wonder whether this Man always tends to be great
g e r e d . We looked through the a blanket, and with it she went '• perhaps some three weeks,
and the editor of the Weekly neers, our fathers and moth
beauty does not detract us. er and better than he is. Here as well, who traveled to the
window and saw nothing. We inside. I don't know how she Hnat was now alone. But he whole point of operatic art.
ers, also put their shoulders to
Before
we
discuss
a
Chris
But is it valid? By no means, this natural desire finds its dedication not pleasure-bound,
then "decided to go around the managed to drag the bodies off was lucky that he was doing a
the wheel, and, as one, pushed
tian's
proper
attitude
to
opera
}f
we
do
not
consider
it
as
an
house and look through a small the oventop and put them on | hired hand's work in the Radfield. A viewer sees the vivified but simply to help it make the UNA on to .progress. Yes,
let
us
recall
briefly
what
° P . , end in' itself. Dietrich von moral good and he tries to it success. And did they (in indeed, it is a nrpry comforting
window over the oven. As the blanket, but she did it. jhosp, where he always managed
really is.
Hildebrand summarizes the an emulate a Hans Sachs, or a cluding yours truly) work dur- t thought to know that the same
usual, the oven window was Then we, tying cloths around і to get something to eat.
swer in few words. He says Violetta. or a Marcello. All in
our noses and mouths, dashed! 3. цко Lukashenko was also
What Opera Really IK
ing those two days! Mind U N A apirit prevails today. .
inside and grabbing the cor-!an "odno-osibnyk". His family
Opera like most arts doe* that beauty, even this beauty all he sees something concrete you, not under any compulsion !
Josephine .ttibajlo Gibbons
ners of the blanket dashed out-1 consisted of seven persons, not.admit of a strict definitiott. of form, contains a summons before his eyes. Something
—a
Sursuin
corda.
It
elevates
which immediately sets him to
side and threw the corpses into not including two of his mar Nevertheless most people are
the hole. We quickly filled in гіЛ daughters. In the Spring fairly agreed as to what goes Щ to God; it wakes a longing work.
the hole, for the stench was of 1933 this .famished family into -making of an' opera.
9b'
• ",
3d, i n u s for the eternal Beauty ., But great. opera is not a
yyhteh is His CJOuntenshSe. A morality play. ^ae. some would
unendurable, "':.:E^-"' %••
was hit by typhus. During their
JS&pt of all, muaiCv T h a t - i a
Soon after Sanka came over illness Ilko Lukashenko allow usually the first thing that Christian recognize? the 'efghl- like to have i t That it has
4TftT "vjl* ] • ; ^***Г.**Л
A few choice words to a per no one else's cpurse, but.chart
to me and asked whether I ed his son-in-law to take off Domes into oiir mind when w£ flennce of beauty in his life. a moralizing effect is due to
would mind if she could re the iron roof and sell it to talk about opera. And justly He understands, first of all, the. fact that it attempts to plexed college graduate.
By IVAN FRANKO
your own.
First of all, the thing that
Translated by W. Semenyna move the iron roof of her half some factory in Poltava. And зо. Verdi, Puccini, Bizet, Wag {hat God is glorified by things portray real life.
Operatic
If you must.be frustrated in.
with
beauty
of
form.
He
un
makes
this
situation
s
o
ter
characters are "people, not an
The'wealthy man is doubly of the house, for she wanted this was during the rainy веа- ner, all of whom were great
your ambitions', .let them be
*o sell it in order to buy bread son. The sick lay in a roofless omposers, are responsible for derstands how greatly the gels or devils, and that makes rible and yet, as time goes by, your own instead of modelled'
^
rich:
The hearth is full, the logs (I have already mentioned that house and soon the ceiling of the splendid development of world has been enriched by a them so close to us. Very of ?o wonderful is that now on after another.
when in 1931 I was about to their room began to fall apart operatic art. Music is the Mozart of a Verdi.
ten we think in our heart, O. you're really "on your own".
blaze like a pyre,
And even if ..you fail (you
flee
to
the
Donbas,
I
had
sold
Beauty
as
the
breath
of
a
I know a man juet like Ger- It you're brave enough, you'll will at first) the world will ex
on them. The floor was full of heart of opera; music tells the
And l have but a single stump
And even that will not catch half of my house to Vasyl puddles of rainwater, dripping story of the opera descriptive more exalted world that dwells mont But what if we happen take advantage of this.
cuse you for your youth.
You can do one of two
Luchko, and that, upon my re down through the ceiling. The ly. It conveys the general at in beauty of form is also a to know a person like Don Jose?
fire.
A good ideaV » to follow
turn, I did not go back to either whole house was permeated mosphere.
Sursum corda from the moral We might have condemned him things. You can "conform" your dreams instead of your
-*;•
•
sorely, but now we realize that and try to please everyone, or nose. For your dreams mirror
Knowledge is a danger when :>r my parents, house or my with dread and sorrow.
But no matter how excel point of view.
half of my own, but had rented
When we see Boheme, the maybe he has a Carmen who you strike off on your own the ideal which, no matter how
Somehow, however, they sur lent the music, it tends to leave
K's wrongly taught,
Undigested food is baneful to out a house from Hnat Luka vived the typhus. But eventu the average listeners in dis beauty of the opera sets us pulls him down. We become and ignore "what others say". colored, point 'straight to the
It's harder to go off on goal. But your ipse is pro
shenko. This I did in order not ally they too perished from agreement as to its interpreta agasp: sublime, we say. But colerant at our neighbor's
Ще,
your
own, much easier to "go saically real and may be bent
we
were
so
sorry
about
that
.0
make
myself
too
.conspicustarvation
faults
and
more
appreciative
tion.
Therefore,
the
story
To the poor man—credit with
along" with.the old establish or tilted or crooked.
>us to the local activitists and
Often, upon returning from proper of the opera is told in ending, we may even let a tear at his goodness.
dsnger is wrought,
ed order. Yet, strange as it is,
foraging,
Ilko
Lukashenko words. We could not say that fall. How gladly would we
Above all cherish your sense
The "curse-of the old man is a he authorities.)
Not only- the characters
the world will remember you of humor, and learn to laugh
have
given
everything
to
re
So,
after
a
moment's
consiwould
come
out
of
house,
and
the
poetry
in
an
opera
is
great
youthful wife.
themselves, but also the plots,
deration, I replied:
<•
•
call out to me: •
poetry in its strict sense. It is store Mimi to Rodolfo, much the'stories, have an important longer and respect you more as easily as ' you breathe.
"Do what yon want. But
"Have you got anything to usually only the skeleton of as Marcello and Musetta and influence on men. In opera the when you succeed alone than as Laugh heartily, but honestly.
If one has no brains of his own
dramatic action, the flesh De- others tried to do. How glad basic demand for justice is sat a "conformer".
And, ever sb often, laugh at
He'll never find them i» a book; after what has happened in eat for us?"
The thing to do is to follow yourself.
ly would we have joined the isfied. The good side suffers
Whenever I was able to, I rig supplied by the music.
Why bother with a looking that house, neither my wife
nor I will go over to live" there would give them something,
There is a difference between little but inspiring brotherhood great misfortunes, even death,
glass
but usually that was not suffi listening to an opera on radio of those six persons'. We can but it always triumphs in the
When there's no eyes with anymore."
I journeyed somewhere then. cient.
and being physically present at not help Rodolfo. but maybe end.
which to look?
One of his daughters, Maria, 1 performance. This basic dif we can help Smith or Johnson
Sanka ripped the iron roof
.-at
*
All this Beyond Music
The -man who will not act for from her half, with it she was taken to a dispensary, and ference lies in the scenery, next door. The opera has born
bought bread, ate it, and died then over to one of her mar choreography, staging, cos in us a fervent desire to do
fear of error
All this is beyond mere muIs, What is called colloquially, from i t . . . . When I had return ried sisters. But that sister tume, gesture, visionary effects something noble.
зіс. The music has no great
The Habanera, the Toread /alue without these transcended there was no one of the Va soon died, victim of typhus, in general. From the fact that
WASHINGTON. D. C—The woolen suit; and. 11 times as
dumb;
Just as if eating I should view syl Luchko family left. The while Maria remained alive. the audience very often ap or's song, Mirhaela's air, en jntal values, nor vice versa, in average worker in Moscow has long to get her a pair of leath
famine had wiped them all out. The same with one of the sons. plauds the scenery, we can see chant our ear, but we hate to this particular case. In mod to work 22 times as long as
with terror
2. Hnat Lukashenko, a pri Prokip. who eventually found •low important a cog it is in be identified with Don Jose's ern times the appreciation of as a New York City worker to er shoes. Black' calf ahoes for
For fear of choking with a
vate trader, and a relative of himself with his grandmother. the great machinery of opera. character. All seems lost in opera seems to have suffered buy a cotton shirt, 16 times as himself cost the'Mcscow work
crumb.
mine. I have already mention Stepanyda Mordyk, and he too Ballet is not an essential part Faust, but a tear of sorrow greatly precisely because we long for a single-breasted wool er 13 tiroes the working hours
Й
•
The boqka are like that ocean ed how he been expropriated in survived her. The rest of that of opera, but those operas and the Divine "Thy sins are have separated music from the en suit, 25 times as long for a paid by the New Yorker, and a
the Spring of 1932. After that family, father, mother, sons which contain ballet are cer forgiven t h e e . . . " rings as story. Many today, who call pound of sugar, and 18 times woolen overcoat, 114 times as
floor:
powerful as when spoken to themselves connoisseurs of op as long for a 6-tube table-model
Whoever dives into their lore he had become a hired hand in Pavlo, Serhiy and Michael tainly better off.
much.
'.<•'•
But even the most melodious the paralytic twenty centuries era, happen to know the mu radio, according to an article
And deems the efforts as not the Radhoep, while Jiis wife starved to death,
with their three children lived hospnik, was a cooperative music, the poetry, the most ago.
To buy а З ^.-ounce cake of
sical score inside out, but which will appear in the July
lost
\Ve could go on, through nevertheless they are missing Monthly Labor Review, a publi toilet soap, the average work
4. Petro Lukashenko, a kol- picturesque scenery were use
Comes up with pearls of price at their home. From time to
time Hnat would come, bring hospnik, was a cooperative less if there were no artists to every opera of the current re the whole meaning of it. To cation of the U. S. Labor De er in Moscow,,must work 10
less cost.
ing some miserable earnings, storekeeper. His family con present them. The acting and pertoire and everywhere we be able to hum all the prin partment's Bureau of Labor
•
times as long a s . his counter
No wise man is ashamed of the but they were not sufficient to sisted of five, two of them old. singing of living persons gives would uncover the Sursum cor cipal airs,from Boheme or to be Department's Bureau of Labor part in New York; for 1 ounce
save his family in 1933. On our the father and the mother.
the effective sense of reality da theme, expressed this way familiar with its musical in Statistics.
.truth
of tobacco, 3 times as long.
One time, during the famine, and proximity, which are so or that, but never forgotten.
tricacies is not the same as be
The article, which bases its
Even though it should come aide, we tried to help his chil
dren a bit, giving them from when it was already complete important in opera.
So we conclude that each ing transposed by the death- comparisons on official Soviet
r
from a tot,
CORRECTION
Thus we have enumerated opera contains a great moral scene, or maybe even acting price and earnings data and
Just as, when dismal night has time to time a glass of milk ly dark outside, Petro came to
(I had two sheep), but that me and said.
the most important parts of an principle.
under its prompting. And only New York data collected by
set in,
In Miss Eleanpra KulchyNot even that, but all of the two latter results point to BLS, says that for a pound of cky's article "Goals of the Fed
"Come, Ivan, and help me зрега: music, plot, scenery,
D\>*n a candle is welcomely was just a trifle; yet we could
not do anymore, as we were find my father. This after ballet (if any), and living them have these principles true appreciation of the opera. bread the Moscow worker must
sought.
eration of Ukrainian Students
having a most difficult time noon he left to go to the rail p e r f o r m e r s . All these are very plainly exposed. That is
America"
Thus opera, along with thej work twice at long as the New Organizations j of
existing
ourselves.
And
so,
way, by Polukazarmi, to see if executed to a high degree ф е greatest merit of the opera greatest works of true art, isj Yorker; for potatoes, 3 times which appeared, on these pages
Wisdom that is hidden
Hnat's children began to die, he could get some milk there, of perfection. Yet even so that it proposes a moral plain
And gold stowed away
the society's best support.' is long; for beef, б times, for on June 27, the Une reading
one after the other. It was in and he hasn't returned as y e t "
ly: not in some abstract terms, Just as religion, to which it is milk, б times; for eggs, 7 times; "(1) to develop high academic
Are, one like the other,
deed
strange.
One
night
the
&ut in simple, relatively simple most closely related, it en for butter, 9 times; and for standards for birth" should
So we went, threading our
Ofllno use today.
child would be walking around, way along a pathway through with all his remaining strength at least, concrete examples.
м
*
have been "(1) to.develop high
nobles man and makes him tea, 21 times as long.
How foolish are t h - well-to-do and then go to bed, and the a grainfield. Suddenly we saw to rise or to crawl home. He . Opera's Spiritual Mirror
carry the burdens of everyday
To buy a cotton dress for academic standards for our
Who love their pillows soft and next morning it would lie life- old Paul Lukashenko, lying by was still alive. We carried him * The moral of the opera
life with joy and happiness in his wife, the Moscow worker members." T h e , error was
sized!
і less. The first to go into eter- the path. The stalks of grain home. That night he died. works two ways, which in real
his h e a r t . . .
must work 20 hours as com caught after hut a few hun
I rested only on a quill
'паї sleep was the oldest, Olek- around him were all trampled Within a week his wife, Pavlo ity constitute one great experi
pared with the New Yorker's dred numbers were printed, and
(Courtesy
"Keryx")
Дт5 slept so hard you'd be siy, then the Younger Mytko. and beaten down. It was evid va, died also.
ence. First of all, a man sees
2 hours, or 10 times as long; correction made immediately.—
j'inrprised.
J and then the youngest, Antin ent that when he fell he tried
himself in the opera. This
(To be continued)
,.,,. j
BUY U. S. SAVINO BONDS I 8 times as long to get her a Editor.
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Яікгйіпе c&hrougb ^he Centuries

A Thorn In The Foot
(A Tale of Ukrainian Huhul Life)

HOW OUR PEOPLE MULTIPLIED
(3)

From an infinitesimal base accurate .predictions dealing
of approximately 2.5 thousand with people already born, such
By
IVAN
FRANKO
(9)
. --.і
people of European origin in as age grouping and sex com(Translated by Stephen Shumeyko)
q. The Ruthenes were under also called Rutheni. In the (but both cultures were merging,
this country in 1620, the col cosition, are possible.
(2)
Because of the marked in
the influence of the Greek and chronicle of Symeon Keza the forming something new. There
onies grew to about 52 thou
the Roman cultures. In the Carpathian
Two weeks ' passed. Mikola grandchildren felt repelled by —went home that day with sand people in 1650. This 21- creases in the birth rate begin
Mountains • are was no such a process in the
5th century of the new era a called Ruthenorum Alpes. In North, and therefore the early was constantly "at death's his strangeness towards them, bloody heads, and one of them, fold increase was due mainly ning in the late 1930'я moat of
great number of them migrat 1643 a Turkish ship was cap Novgorodians have never been doorstep," and still he did not and as a result they now avoid my worst enemy, Oleksa Kohut. to immigration. After the first the predictions of United States
ed to the Noricum, Pannonia tured with 207 Ukrainian Ko- called Rus. As a matter of fact, die. Now he would feel better, ed him as much as possible. | I beat him so that several few years, natural increase be population made 25 years ago
where the Bo yea, the Valakhi- zaks-prisoners of war. The ship the Novgorod paid taxes to the and now worse. There were
Another Sunday arrived. weeks later he was buried. came and has since remained look foolish today. One excep
ana and the Slavs, were al- was brought to Rome. In the Kievan rulers. For the same times, too, when for several Once again old Mikola bade his And all that I received as mo- the main source of population tion is the projection t o 196JL
made in 1925 by Dr. Raymond
ready present.' Living in the {report of this event these Ko- reason the Finish populations, days he would lie u\ bed, sore sons to summon his neighbors. mentoes of that battle were a growth.
vicinity of the-Tatter, the Ru- zaka were spoken of as Ru- of the Suzdal and other lands, ly stricken, when suddenly the Before the day was over they couple of bumps and scratches,
During the next century of Pearl of Johns Hopkins Uni
thenes gradually became Slav theni. Pope Urbanus VUI. which later became known as cough and the pain in his side all arrived.
so that the next day, Monday, pioneering when farms were versity. Dr. Pearl based his
onized, possibly Qirough inter speaking in 1629 to his mis Muscovy, were not known un would disappear, and once more
"My dear neighbors," he I went to work on the raft as carved out of a wilderness, the projection on a complicated,'.*
marriages or other cultural and sionary about the population der the name of the Rus. The he would be able to rise from said, after they had found usual, as if nothing had hap population increased 23 fold, mathematical formula called
commercial contacts.
' of Ukraine, said: "O mei Ru population of the Suzdal lands his bed, climb .laboriously to seats, while he half-reclined in pened.
to a total of 1.2 million. Dur the "logistic ! curve.". RtttMEuo'*
Kievan chronicler relates theni, per vos ego orientem even rebelled against the Rus, the mountain top and from bed, "help me in my distress.
"I and my deaf raft-mate, ing the succeding century, this formula to United States =,.
expansion population growth from 179Д"/
that the Slave originally lived epero convertendum".
not wanting to have them as there contemplate the setting I simply cannot die. It seems Peter, fastened ; together a 1750-1850, when
pushed
to
the
Pacific
Coast, to 1920, he projected popula- -.«
in Noricum and Pannonia, but
large
raft
of
logs
before
the
The historian of the Teutonic their rulers.
sun. His anxiety grew space that there is something on my
tion totals to 2100.
rfte^,^
due to the persecutions by the order, Peter of Duisburg,
Naturally that from the mer with each passing day. He ate і heart, something that weights morning was over, and when numbers again had increased 1950 estimate (149 million), gj
Romans, migrated • from there writing about the Kievan Rus ging of the Celts and the Po- hardly any food, only a glass І down and refuses to let my the flood came down, we were 19-fold, to 23.2 million. The
to the territory of Ukraine. (At in the 11th and the following lians. in one national entity, of warm milk now and then.'soul quit the body. Pve gazed carried on it down the Chere- century of industrialization, was remarkably close. His eethe end of the fifth or the be centuries, calls them Rutheni. the deviation in the language, His body grew very thin and at the setting sun many times mosh. It was a beautiful sum exploitation, and three major timate for 1975 is approx}r,..
mately 173 million for 210^;^..ginning of the sixth century).
customs, law, religion and fam his hair became white as snow, • during the past few weeks, and mer day. The smell of the wars (1850-1950) ended with some 197 million.
Ukrainian Students
j-д
some
153
million
people:
a
six
The support for'the actual oc
haycocks
in
the
valleys,
of
the
ily relationship became appar while his eyes shone with some each time it seems that when it
at Sorbonne
More recently two govern*mo
curence'of this historic event
ent first in the Polians. The unearthly fire. He could not sets someone closes the gates wild flowers and berries hang fold increase.
can also be found in the fact
Beginning fronCthe 14th cen Kievan Chronicle underlines sleep, either during the day or before me. It loke as of death ing down over the steep river
The last doubling of num ment statisticians estimated c'
that, as Rudnitsky (1918) tury the Ukrainians studied in the fact that in the Polians night, and whenever' he did refuses t o take me. Tell me, banks, made the air so happy bers in the United States took the 1975 population on the ~
states, "of all Slavic languages the Sorbonna University at the marriage' was considered doze off he would toss about my dear neighbors, is there as rarely ever before.
50 years; in the world 70 years. basis of various assumption* * j
the nearest to the-Ukrainian is Paris. According to Borschak, as a contract. The bride was restlessly, moan and cry out anyone among you whom I
Peter stood, at the front The United States is still mul regarding fertility, mortality,
the Berbo-Croation", which Big. those students registered as: brought to the home* of the fitfully, and wake up bathed have wronged and have forgot steering oar, while I held on tiplying at a more rapid rate and migration. They came .up*-;?
nines that the Ukrainians must "natione ' Ruthena de Kiovia bridegroom. According to Cajs- in cold sweat. He neither ten about it? Maybe you still to the one in the stern. Near {than the world. During the de- with three possibilities: "lows' io:
at one time have bad a very (1398) or "de Ruthenia (1353), ar, the Celtic bride was also prayed nor spoke to anyone, carry that wrong in your noon we reached Yaseniv and cade 1930-1940 the rate of in^ 165.6 million, "medium" 1904:;
close association with the Serb- or "natione Ruthena de Ukra- "deducts". Even at the pres for nothing interested him any heart"
tied up near the tavern.
crease slowed down but since million, and "high" 225.3 mU*h«»
. ,^awjs
Croations. We have a similiar nia" (1567). Peter the Great, ent time in Ukraine when the longer. Even, his children and
"On the bank, as usual, then it has accelerated appre Hon.
The neighbors glanced ques
Two special commissions a,
testimony of Jorddnis and Pro- f while visiting Sorbonna, being bride is being brought to the
tioning!}- at one another, and there was a crowd of children, ciably. The world rate of in
then one of them spoke for playing, romping about, throw crease has also been speeding have recently hazarded gue*Wr
copius. Speaking Of the Antes, informed that some Ukrainian house of the bridegroom they
ing stones into the river, up. The following table showej es of total numbers in this .
Jordanis writes: "that the young.^people were studying throw under her feet a broom. ion of Shelukhin himself about all:
and
altogether the percentage gain in num country in 1975. In 1950, t h * .
"No. Mikola, nobody has any swimming,
Slavs, among whom also lived there, regretted very much The same custom still exists in his theory:
making
a
great
uproar
. No bers in the United States since Water Resources Policy Com
grievance
against
you.
After
Antes, began to spread from that none of the Muekovites southern France and northern
"In looking for the historical
mission used an estimate of
the city-state Noviodumum attended the University. So Italy.
truth do not believe anyone. all, all of us are sinners, and sooner had we moored the 1920 by five-year periods:
;190 million. Two years later
and the lake Mufsianus to the the Czar of/Muscovy himself
The wife brought to the hus All the people may err. I if we'don't forgive one an-!raft, than a bunch of them
Percent Increase j the
i
Commb-.
Dniester and toward the North, clearly manifested his opinion band a dowry. Its integrity the brought to your attention the other, then surely God won't 1 ca p c d aboard, and pro Interval
sion
used
an
estimate
of 193-ceeded
to
make
merry
on
it,
7.2
1920-24
forgive
us
either."
while the Antes 'expanded from of the dissimilarity of these husband was insuring by a historical
documents,
have
million.
. ;.-.
5.1
"Nevertheless," Mikola re running and jumping about, 1925-29
the Dniester to the Dnieper." two nations.
double amount from his belong shown you those historical wit
The trend of population '
Thus-we find the name Ru ings. Speaking about the dif nesses. Put all the facts to marked sadly, "someone must seesawing on the logs, and 1930-34
2.7
From the description by Progrowth during the last Ave
copius, one can 'judge that thenes living through the cen ferences between the Celts and gether, analyze them critically, have, consciously or uncon diving off of them into the 1935-39
2.9
years strongly suggests that
those nations had a demo turies, applied first by Caesar the Romans or Germans, Ca?s* make your own decision, and sciously, made a complaint water. This was not the first 1940-44
4.8
the low estimate of 165.6 mil
cratic form of government. to the Gauls, used in the de ar describes a similar tradition keep it until the new facts about me to God. For look, time this had happened, and 1945-49
6.6
lion will widely miss the mark:
The mention of Noviodunum scription of the event in Juva- in the Celtic matrimonial cus force you to modify your my hair has become white as so we paid little attention to it. 1950-54
6.3
since numbers total almost 160signifies that the" Slavs and vum, perpetuated in the his toms.
opinion. The scientific reason snow during the past two We went ashore and stepped
The current rate of increase
thev Antes lived in the neigh tory of the Danubian valley,
ing will help you in finding weeks. Although I am racked into the tavern, where we had of 1.5 percent a year is as. rapid million today and annual in
"Hylinas"
and
Provence
crease !ч touching three million.'
and
finally
employed
for
the
a
little
bracer,
and
then
came
with pain and suffering, yet I
borhood of the Celts, because
the truth".
Poems
can't die. Every night some back immediately, for we were as the increase in the second There seems to • be no indica
this "civitas Novtetunerisis", designation of the people who
Bibliography
body calls me, and yet, when I anxious to be off. Paying no decade of the twentieth cen- tion tha4 the small-family pat
as the name testifies, was Cel played such an important part
There are similarities of the
• . • • 'ц і . ; ', 5
tern is changing in this coun
tic. The Mursian lake was at in the history of the U k r a i n i a n ' к ш ^ і а п historical poems Brunkus, L 1935. "Variahs and strive to go, something, like attention to the boys we un turytry or tbat the proportion bXr
a pair of pliers, holds me fast moored the raft and punted it
the mouth of the river Drava, nation. The persistency with _ »
» ^ ^ the
WHERE
DO
WE
GROW
Kolbiahs".
Seminarium
Konpoems
three-child and four-child fam
to this earth. Oftentimes at offshore.. With; shouts and
.tributary to the. Danube. It is which the name Ruthenes has
FROM
HERE?
dakovianum,
7:81-101.
from Provence. The cause of
ilies is increasing. Unless this
night I hear a trumpet blow- laughter.-the boys began leap
apparent' that fee" Antes ami been used in various historical
these similarities has not been Dunn, 1938». /'Celtic Peoples",
The speed-up in population happens, some decline-, in cur
ing off tho moving raft, some
ingeiyei
-when
L
atrugglfe
to
g
o
the RUB had cultural relations documents strongly suggests in
satisfactorily explained up to : Encycl. Americana, 6:185into the still shallow Water, growth which began in the late rent rates of increase Is ex
Ц xb,l simply сапЧ!" '
already at the time of their itself that it was applied to the
186.
t h e p r e s e n t ' It is easy to un.'
others onto the rocks, while 1930's was to be expected af pected. The large cohorts of
staying at'&e ftanubian valley. same people. ' ' '*-"*•;' ~
"Maybe
you
are
sorry
to
derstand, however, that the Grekov, B. D. 'The Culture of
Peter and I took our places at ter the extremely low birth youngsters' and adolescents
Thus the Antes in Ukraine
s. Celto-Ukrainian similari
the Kiev Rus." Moscow pp. leave this earth, these high
Ruthenes from the Provence
both oars in order to steer the rates of the early depression born during the birth-boom
even before the coming of the ties.
lands,
the
Cheremosh,
your
»
153. 1947.
were instrumental in this. The
Rtfp\ ;Were under" influence of
children and dear ones?" ven raft into midstream. For about years. Few demographers be which began in 1938 will be
As one of their proofs of
western Influences in'the "Song Hrushevsky, .M. "History of
the Greek and Rnnian cultures. [rhe
\
tured old Yura, an old crony a minute I busied myself with lieve that the current high rate gin to reach marriageable age
Scandinavian origin of the
of the Legion of Ibor" were al
Ukraine-Rus". Vol. 1. Scien of Mikola.
the steering, when suddenly, of increase prevalent since the about I960. This could give
Rus the adherents of the Nortific Shevchenfco Society, pp.
Influence of Rome'Upon East manistic school brings out the ready stressed. A close rela
Wb, Yura, I feel no such glancing up, I perceived, seat war will continue. Exactly another spurt to the rate
tionship between the latter
616, 1904.
Slav Civilization
similarities between thecustoms,
sorrow. I feel I have lived ed at the extreme end of the what is going to happen, even of increase if economic condi
and the French "Song of Ro Hrushevsky, M. "A History of
long
enough. My children, raft, the figure of a boy. He as soon as 1975, is not clear. tions reman favorable. A ma
According to Grekov (1947) religion, etc., of the Rus and | [and* w a s "indicated" as weU as
Ukraine". Yale U. Press, thank God, are well protected. looked to be about 14 or 15 The birth rate is highly respon jor depression would undoubt
the influence of Rome upon the the Scandinavians. Shelukhin a singularity between the
pp. 629. 1941.
Neither the highlands nor years old; he was dressed poor- sive to economic conditions in edly slow down the rate of in
civilization of Eastern Slavs called attention to some Uk mourning of Yaroslavna, the
the Cheremosh need me, nor ly, with a soiled shirt of home-' the United States, so marked crease considerably.
Kendrick,
T.
D.
"The
Druids."
can be seen from the very rainian cultural characteristics wife of Prince Ihor, and the
The best guess seems to be
Methuen Co. pp. 227. 1927. can they give me anything made material, and a battered shifts in fertility could take
first century of our era. This which resemble those of the Provencal songs of the same
black felt hat on his head— place before that time.
that by 1975 the United States
Kendrick, T. D. "A History of now either."
fact made it easier for the Rus Celts.
character.
That is why forecasts of population will be near the
Hmm, what can be the mat- Just like any other herdsboy.
During their stay at Taman
the Vikings". Methuen Co.
to merge with the Antes in the
The Provencal melodies are
ter with you? Maybe you have He sat there quietly, on the population growth are always Hagood-Siegal "medium" esti
pp. 412. 1930.
formation of the; Ukrainian peninsula and on the Don, the very similar to the Ukrainian,
end of a log, leaning slightly a gamble. Shifts in the birth mate of approximately 190
Rus, as stated by Ibn Rusta,
nation.
._
'*"
the fact which has been con Mirsky, D. S. "Russia, a Social some old sin on you conscience,
History" The Cresset Press, a sin that you have hid from all forward and gazing intently at rate in the years ahead might million. Over 30 million more
r. Spreading "the Gospel of was constantly making inroads firmed by Lysenko and other
swirling
greenish-gray greatly alter the rate of na people than there are today
pp. 312; 1931.
people and which now pleads the
Christ among various nations on the Slavs. They used the Slav Ukrainian composers. Some
tural increase. With effective will be sharing the nation's
of the world, the Vatican, in women not only as slaves but customs of ancient origin, as Moshin, V. A. "Variah-Rus for its release through con water left in the wake of the
Question", Slavia. 10:109- fession. Think hard, Mikola." raft. I stood by my oar only control of epidemic diseases bounty. By the year 2000, the
order to avoid mistakes in the took them as their concubines the spring rituals accompanied
136. 343-379, 501-537. 793L
"Well, I can't say positively, about five paces away from and famines, the death rate is population could reach 200 mil*
identification of those nations and wives. Separated from the by songs, the carols, and others
virtually stabilized in indus lion.
and the missionaries, kept a Celtic environment, the Rus resemble closely those of the Parkhomenko, V. "Pochatok Yura', but it seems to me that him, but since his back was
turned towards me I could not trialized countries. Therefore,
(To be continued)
maybe
that's
the
case,
after
i
s
t
o
r
y
c
z
n
o
derzhavnohoprecise list of both. Therefore, was subjected to the process Provence.
ч
zhyttia na Unkraini". Kiev, all, o n l y . . . You see, there was see his face.
the Catholic Church, speaking of a quick Slavonization. So
According to the sociological
"Hey, you!" I called out.
Rayon's Memory
an occurrence In my life—long
1935.
Source of Ideas
;>.
of a certain nation always used when the Rus came from the
investigation of Savchenko, the
Because of its excellent
Podilsky, K. 1935. "Novy do- ago. very, very long a g o ! . . . "What are you doing here?"
the same name which had been Tmutorokan to the land of the
Filaments
of rayon stretch
young
women
and
men
folk
He made no reply, but
kument do vysvitlenia ukra- and its spectre troubles me to
' first applied to it.^Tne fact that Polians they were not stran
ed or strained will return to qualities of blending and co
societies in Ukraine are similar
inskoi istorii" Dzvony. 10: this day. And although I never merely raised his left arm their former relaxed state operation with all fibers, modb
the name Ruthenes was ap gers to the Slavs. As we re
to those of Britain, S. France,
mentioned this incident to you, and pointed at the bank.
cm rayon is considered as one -•
469-470.
plied to the people in Noricum member, the Antes were al
when tension is released. of the textile world's best
Portugal (Galicia), N. Italy,
ready
under
the
influence
of
Ravndal, G. B. "Stories of the still I didn't keep it a secret, I noticed that his outstreched
in the 5th century and then to
Noricum, Pannonia, Bohemia,
East Vikings" Ausburg Publ. for I confessed it at three dif arm, bare to the elbow, was This ability is referred to as Isources of new ideas for fabric
the RUB in Ukraine would the Hellenic, Roman and Celtic
all the places in which the Celts
ferent times before a priest. unusually white, whiter, than rayon's memory.
research and development.
House, pp. 383, 193&
speak in itself of <. the identity cultures, so this fact made a
common ground for a speedy had their habitat.
Ripley, W. Z. "The Races of Eu And yet, it never has ceased to I had ever seen on any poor
of these two' peoples.
herdsboy.
amalgamation of the Celtic
There are- also*similarities in
rope" D. Appleton and Co. trouble my conscience."
In "Vita Chuonrardi Episco"Do you want to get ashore?"
Rus and the Ukrainian Slavic the ancient religion and even
UKRAINIAN YOUTH!
"Then
confess
it
once
more,
pp.
624.
1899.
pi" (1131), the inhabitants of
population of the Antes.
the name of the Gallic god Dit Rudnitsky, S. "Ukraine, the here, before us and before the I asked.
the Carpatho -^Ukraine were
A new book for your history bookshelf
He only nodded, withbut
has its counterpart in the old
Land and Its People". Rand, sun," Yura urged. "Maybe
were named Rutheni. In the Celts a Minority in Ukraine
turning
around
or
saying
any
iRue
did-lado.
To
the
contrary
that'll
help
you."
McNally Co. pp. 369. 1918.
12th—13th centuries "Anoni"Well, there's not much to thing.
According to Shelukhin not "it is important to note the Shelukhin, S. "Zvidkilia Pokhomus Belae Regio Notarius"
"Tell me where do you want
only
the
princes
with
a
b
a
n
d
!
P
absence
of
German
tell.
It happened when I was
dit
Rus"
Prague,
pp.
128.
speaks of them as Rutheni and,
a young man—about forty to get off!" I called out once
1929.
describing theit* past, states: of military adventurers merged' (Vanag) gods" in the Rus
Shelukhin, S. "Ukraina nazva years ago. I think you well moire. "You can see yourself
"Multi de Ruthenes in Pan- in the Slavic mass of the An- mythology (Grekov, 1947).
tes,
as
it
was
later
in
the!
The
question
of
the
origin
nashoi zemli" Prague pp. remember, Yura, • that I was that the banks here are too
noniam venerunt," that is,
by CLARENCE A. MANNING
then the best fighter in this step and the current too swift,
248. 1936.
many Ruthenes ^ e n t to Pan North, but quite a numerous of the Kievan Rus which
nation with wives and chil-' played such an important role Smal-Stocky, R. "The Origin of whole district and the best so that you can't get ashore
Price $3:50
nonia.
the Word Rus". Ukrainian pilot on the Cheremosh. One here."
Publication sponsored by the
Anastasia, daughter of Ya- dren, merged with the Ukrain-, in the history of the Eastern
(To be continued)
Free Academy of Science, Sunday there was a big fight in
Ukrainian National Association, Inc.
roslav the Wise^Olth century) ian ancestors. The Celts in'Europe has a great interest
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a
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for
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the
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pp.
18,1949.
Winnipeg,
This book should be circulated immediately and
who was married to a Hungar
including you, Yura, I think,
SAVING BONDS.
Man.
placed on the shelves of your local Public Library.
ian Prince Andrew, was called brought to the laboratory of jtorical truth. Undoubtedly the
the amalgamation their share, postulation of Shelukhin will Vernadsky, Geo. "Political and
It should also be forwarded to your Congressmen,
"Pitta ducis RutHenorum".
Senators and other government officials as well as
Diplomatic History of Rus
ІП a Vatican"- document of of the names, words, expres meet opposition from adherents
various other public and Church institutions.
sia" Little, Brown and Co.
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1228 the city in Transylvania sions, law, social and political of the Normanistic theory.
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However,
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dispute
pp.
499,
1936.
influences
and,
in
general,
its
cordially
invites
you
to
a
is called Forum Ruthenorum.
is bound to attract the interest of Ukrainian Ame
In another document the peo cultural achievements which that the Celtic theory of the Vernadsky, Geo. "Bohdan, Hetrican young people. It will serve to further en
man of Ukraine" Yale U., pp.
ple living in this territory are were changed in the new sur origin of the Rus has at its
lighten them concerning the heroic and centuries
basis
the
facts
and
the
direct
150.
1941.
roundings.
The
Ruthenes
came
namer Rutheni. In a letter to
old struggle of the Ukrainian people to regain
to
be
held
testimonies
of
the
contem
Vernadsky,
Geo.
"Ancient
Rus
his representative'in Kiev, Pope first to the Polians, consequent
their
liberty and win their national freedom and
Johannus XXII wrote in 1320 ly, the land of the Polians poraries which must I be dis sia," Yale U. Press, pp. 425
independence.
proved
by
the
critics
before
1943.
first
became
known
as
the
Rus.
that 'the Kievan Rus was for
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Vernadsky, Geo. "Kievan Rus
merly called Galati (Gauls) The Polians had already a high condemnation.
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Order your copy from
It would be fitting to end this
sia"' Yale U. Press, pp. 412.
(Podilsk. 1935). In the Pope's ly developed culture at that
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1948.
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bulla of 1446 the population time. Therefore, the Celtic in discourse about the origin of
The End
of the Carpathian Ukraine is fluence was not dominating the Variahy-Rus by the opin
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і contributions of the Ukrain
"You have heard the state
ian clergy to the growth of
ment of the procurator. Stop
—
I Lviw is surveyed in "The City
carrying on agitation, I tell
you. You will be shot."
A SYMPOSIUM PUBLISHED ON THE OCCASION OF THE of SL George" by Gregory Lu"Shooting is easier than
700th ANNIVERSARY OF THE FOUNDING OF LVIW,
zhnytsky.
starving"-declared the accused
HISTORIC CAPITAL OF WESTERN UKRAINE
lly PKTRO PEKIW
"Salt of the Earth," by Ivaa
sadly but resolutely. "In a So
Kernetsky, dramatizes the life
This incident occ\irred in Uk- no bread. Every house is full viet prison a hungry guard eats
"Our Lviw, "a composite work independence and statehood. The of "One Intelligent Lvlw Mamraine in 1933. the year of the of sadness, tears cannot be up the bread of the prisoners.
of a number of writers, written fight to have a free Ukrainian' ||y.» Roman Rakovsky, outfamine arranged by the Rus-'counted: the people arc in pris- One is free to die in one's cell,
in Ukrainian, is in commemora- university in Lviw is described lines the cooperative movement
sian Communists. On a high j on, in exile, they are being shot on a stone floor, in the cold, to
tion of the 700th anniversary by Vasyl Mudrly in "Lvlw,[and jtg spread through Galiplatform in a majestic hall sat!in the cellars of the GPU."
see the tortures of the others
of the founding of Lviw by Center of the Fight for a Uk- cia with Lviw as its center.
a Bolshevik court, consisting
"That in jour idea is usual," and to wait for help from no
Prince Danilo.
ralnlan University." he gigan- Vasil Lev.paints a picture of
of the presiding officer and two roared the judge
one. No, shooting in easier."
The foreword, written by Mi-1 tic rally of Ukrainian sports- 'The Lvlw Bohemians Between
judges. All were members of j "It is evident. This is the
"Accused!" — insisted
the
kola Shlcmkevych, outlines the men of the "Sokil" and gym- the Two Wars.' An article by
the Ail-Union Communist Par- happy, just life of the Ukrain- judge—-"You are telling lies.
significance of this commemor nasts of the "Sitch" organiza- Yaroslav Ruduitsky expounds
ty (VKP). Before them stood ian people. And the govern- You must tell the truth as it
ative occasion. The first article, tions held in Lviw is pictured upon the "Lviw Dialect" Volothe accused, a representative ment boasts it has given a is."
written by Yaroslav Paster- by Y-.iroshiv Hrynevich in his dimir Sichinsky then writes
of the Ukrainian peasantry by happy life to all who work. It
"As it is! Fine. I have seen
nack, deals with the early his "Memoirs of June 28, 1914." about "Foreigners About Uk
the name of Unkovsky. He boasts in newspapers and jour- the people fooled. They were
tory of Lviw and its early Nlkifor Hiraiak in the "Lviw raine," dealing with the views
was on crutches, with only one nals of its accomplishments promised paradise and given
growth. "Kiev-Lviw," by Volo- During the 1914-1918 War on Ukraine and' Ukrainians of
leg. dressed in pitiable rags and I tell you. I counted forty hell . . . They must die, naked
dimir Doroshenko then tells of Years" tells of the events link foreigners who visited Lviw in
and even his crutches were corpses on the street between and barefoot, fighting for the
the relations between these ing lviw with World War I.
the olden times!" The article by
homemade and beggarly.
jthe prison and this court."
English miners and the Chinese
two Ukrainian capitals from
The experiences of village- Volodymyr Trembitsky is about
The investigation was end-j "Where did you see the revolution. I decided . . . "
the earliest to the present born Ukrainian soldiers in city j "Lviw Philately." Lev Lepky
ing! The presiding officer was corpses? We'll ask every one.
"What did you decide?"—the
times. In his contribution to street fighting is detailed by in an article on.the"Mytre and
haughtily
asking
questions Comrade prosecutor, did you judge could not control him
this symposium "700 Years of Roman Kupchinsky in "The the Crown" telle the story of
—and the accused was answer-' see human corpses on the self.
Lviw," Mikola Andrusiak, por Village in the Eyes of the the mitre of the Pereraysl bish
ing modestly.
street?"—The judge turned to
"I decided to open the eyes
trays the period of Prince Da City." Mikola Pachovsky in ops made from the crown of
"How old arc you'
the prosecutor.
of the people. I made a placard
nilo and his struggle against "Unfurling of the Banner" dc- Prince Danilo •< who founded
"Twenty-five."
"Of course not." interrupted and carried it on my chest. On
the Asiatic hordes.
scribes the thrilling moment L J
"Education?"
the prosecutor with a furious one side were the words—"Help
Two sketches by Lev Lepky, of the morning of November 1,1
glance at the accused.
"None."
a beggar.' On the other: 'Citi
^
'Under the Patina of the Ages," 1918 when the Ukrainian b l u e !
"And you, comrade defend zens, reflect to what you have
"Occupation?"
and yellow banner was hoisted
.
ional
tell
of
the
legend
of
the
found
er, did you see the corpses?
"Beggar."
come. In Ukraine bread is an
ing of Lviw and present a over the Tower of the Lviw Council to the American Gov
The poor d e f e n d e r , if object of luxury.' Then I wrote:
"Why are you not in serv
scene of the everyday life then. City Hall. Volodimlr* Kalyna ernment concerning the West
he
said
"yes," he
was 'Does not liberty cost too
ice?"
Michael Halibey, in his "The tells more of those heroic days ern Ukraine and its capital
Gcttlng The Point
"I consider it inadmissible to identifying himself with the much.' I turned the placard now
People of Lvlw," gives an ac in his recollections of those Lviw.
serve the Soviet government." counter-revolution; to say "no" on this side now on that, the
count of the struggle of the "November Battles Before the
On the platform the three Avas shamefnL_hefore the pub- passersby read... and thought."
•
Ukrainian population of the Pidzamtche," that is of the
heads shook in anger. The lie which had seen dozens of
"What did you want?"—ask
fighting that took place then in Our Lviw Jnbilre Almanac
city
for
their
rights.
"Architec
prosecutor asked to include corpses lying on the street,
1252-1952, 215 pages, "Chered the procurator.
ture and Art of Lvlw" from the very section of Lviw
the statement of the prisoner j "I went another—a different
vona K a l y s a " Ukrainian
"I wanted every one to think
where Prince Danilo began the
their
beginnings
is
treated
by
By DeWITT EMERY
in the protocol. It was done, way"—the defender grasped
Publications C o o p e r a t i v e ,
!iow sad life was and why it
Volodymyr Sichinsky with par building of the city. Ivan KosThe defender sadly grasped at the answer and felt easier,
Inc. $3. Svoboda Bookstore,
is as it is. I wanted every one (EDITOR'S NOTE: DeWitt Emery is president of the National ticular attention paid to their tiuk in the article "My Moth
his head. The case seemed % "'You notice, no one saw
Small Business Men's Association.)
81-83 Grand Street, Jersey
to count how many torments,
renaissance.
Luke
Luciw, er" describes a Ukrainian pa
hopeless. The public which those corpses but you"—said
City 3, N. J.
liberty costs the people and to
writing about the "Literary triotic woman of Lviw. The
overflowed the hall was excited the judge triumphantly. "Conask how much more one has. The current heated contro-1 mass army of foot soldiers, Lviw," recounts how Ukrainian
"So"—continued the presid- tinue but don't make up tales."
to pay for that liberty.' versy over cutting the Air'Why? Is this country about to literature has flourished in
ing officer, looking like a vul"All will say 'We didn't
Whether liberty was worth Force appropriations by five j be invaded and we need this Lviw. "Ukrainian Musical Lviw"
ture.—"You. apparently, are a see,' " the accused began again.
these sacrifices and where billion dollars is a lot of "hog!mass army for defense? If so. is taken care of by Vasyl Wyt—"Ask everyone whether they would be the end to them. Iwash." Why?
counter-revolutionist."
і how would the invading army! wytsky, with special emphasis
"I am,"—answered the ac are hungry or not. All will Perhaps the government will' Because with what the Air [be transported to our shores ?j
on its contributions to Ukrain
say: 'We live happily.' Why? tell how many more genera Force has left in the '54 ap-! Where would the enemy get j
cused quite simply.
ian music in general. "Lviw
"You confess yourself guil They are afraid. They fear the tions it thinks it will have to, propriation after the cut plus the ships and what would our
ST. LOUIS- -Hawthorne. N. Cardinals conduct tryout camps
School System" is a subject
truth like death. They are cow lestroy for the Bolshevik par the carry-over of unspent Navy and Air Force be.doingJ., again will be one of the throughout the, country as a
ty?"
of an article by Lev Yasinards."
sites of the St. Louis Cardinals' means of giving і young play"No."
adise; that it will tell the. funds from previous appropriar in the meantime?
chuk. An article by Volodimlr
"And you are so brave that price, and then the people may tions, it will have several bil
"This is unintelligible. You
We-are spending hundreds Bilozor, "Children of Lvlw," nation-wide tryout camps when | ers between 17 and 23 a chance
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